“Good Morning, Fokoamau”: An Analysis of the Addressing Terms in Pancana Language
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Abstract—This study uses a qualitative approach that focuses on analyzing greeting expressions used by the Pancana community. The location of this research is Watumobote Village, Kapontori District, Buton Regency. The research data obtained is spoken language, which is then transcribed. Data was collected using interview and observation methods. The results of the study show that the commonly used forms of addressing in the Pancana language consist of several forms that are adapted to kinships, such as a) Addressing in family relations, b) Addressing in society, c) Addressing in an official setting, and d) Addressing due to uniqueness or certain characteristics. The addressing system in the Pancana language is used according to several considerations, namely the position of the speaker and the interlocutor, the gender of the speaker and the interlocutor, the age of the speaker and the interlocutor, kinship, and the speaker’s situation. Addressing in the Pancana language can occur either directly or indirectly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As it is known that a language is a communication tool owned by humans to interact, this function is no doubt. In addition, one of the most important functions of language in social interaction to be studied is the expression of addressing (Duranti, 1997). Addressing, in this case, is an expression or verbal communication addressed to someone, for example, “hello or hi,” “good morning, sir,” “ladies and gentlemen,” and so on. In simple terms, a greeting is a symbol of communication to greet, interact, and discuss. Addressing also aims to show hospitality and respect. It is similar to Parkinson (2020), and Wilson (2010) said that the use of address terms indicating familiarity is one factor that contributes to a friendly classroom environment. However, in its application, addressing is quite difficult because addressing is more than just a series of words conveyed orally to someone (Ambady et al., 1996). In greeting expressions, there are rules, norms, and cultures. As Wei (2010) said that addressing a politeness routine is a universal phenomenon but has a cultural specification. In fact, in addressing, there is an element of politeness (Das & Herring, 2016). In this case, politeness is the pragmatic application of manners and speaking ethics so that someone (an interlocutor) feels comfortable and is not offended when greeted (see Dunn, 2011; Duthler, 2006; Fukada & Asato, 2004; Hatfield & Hahn, 2011; Jary, 1998; Lee et al., 2021; Pinto, 2008). So, in addressing, the speaker must pay attention to the politeness elements (Kádár & Mills, 2011).

Furthermore, addressing is a speech act that requires setting the right situation, condition, and object when used (Pinto, 2008; Wei, 2010; Zeff, 2016). In other words, when they want to talk or carry out social interactions, the speaker must pay attention to the situation and the person he is talking to (to whom he is speaking), for example, greet elder people, peers, juniors or even strangers (see Moradi, 2017). Thus, there is harmony in communication (Susilowati, 2020; Tobing, 2013). In addition, greetings can also be a source for indexing the level of social distance between interlocutors, thereby manifesting culturally repetitive patterns (Nilsson et al., 2020). E.g., when greeting Indonesians, most people pay attention to kinship or close relationships. It is very crucial, especially when the terms used in greeting are various. The addressing terms must be adjusted to the level of kinship, for example, bopak or ibu; these two terms are used in greeting, especially in parent kinship terms (see Hassall, 2013).

We can also find the use of addressing expressions when sending emails, such as using the expressions: Hi Peter, Dear Gaho, Good morning, sir (as a greeting). Then, at the end of the sentence, the words: Best regards, Sincerely, Thanks, Cheer, John and so on (as closing) are embedded (Duthler, 2006; Hendriks et al., 2023; Waldvogel, 2007). This condition can be concluded that greeting has rules and culture that we must obey. That is, greeting as a form of social interaction does not only lead to choosing the right words for the interlocutor but also requires cross-cultural understanding within them (Brown & Levinson, 1988; Hatfield & Hahn, 2011; Jary, 1998; Kádár & Mills, 2011; Leech, 2014). Simply, the use of addressing expressions will be more appropriate if it is adapted to the culture because the occurrence of greetings defines a unit of interaction (Duranti, 1997).

Regarding the greeting culture, each region has manners and rules for communicating, including the way to address someone (see Dunn, 2011; Espinola-Klein, 2017; Fukada & Asato, 2004; Mondada, 2018; Moradi, 2017; Pinto, 2008; Saz-Rubio, 2023; Susilowati, 2020), moreover in Indonesia as a multilingual country that has various cultures, ethnicities, religions and languages (Badan Pusat Statistik, 2010). One of them is the Pancana language used by the Pancana people located in Central Buton (BPS Kabupaten Buton, 2022). Pancana language is used as a daily communication tool by the speech community to interact socially and is even used in religious and cultural activities (Hidayatullah, 2021). However, the problem found based on the observation in Watumobote is that the Pancana language is no longer a priority language for teenagers. This finding is proven by several studies that say that foreign dominance causes a language shift (Gafaranga, 2011). In addition, the Pancana people lack a sense of pride in the Pancana language as the local language (mother tongue), so the Pancana language begin to be abandoned (Hidayatullah et al., 2020). Of course, with this condition, it is feared that the Pancana language will experience a decline in the number of speakers and be threatened with extinction (Gandhawangi, 2023; Kemendidkud, 2022).

Based on the background above, this research is conducted not only to identify the types of addressing terms used by the Pancana people but also to prevent the extinction of the Pancana language, which its speakers are starting to abandon (see also Lockwood & Saft, 2016). As a regional language and the identity of the local community, it is fitting that the Pancana language is maintained and inventoried through this research, and a language revitalization is even needed so that the existence of the local language continues (Abdelhadi, 2018; Grenoble & Whaley, 2006; Sallabank, 2010).

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Research on aspects of language, both national, international, and local languages, especially research on the syntactic structure of language (Brodkin, 2022), morphology, phonology, and even language culture (see Chung, 2008; Crouch, 2009; Travis, 2008; Elfiondri et al., 2021) has been done a lot before. Not only that but there is also research that examines language kinship, which is studied using a dialectological approach (see Susiati, 2020; Zagötot, 2018) and also the lexicostatistics approach (Ino, 2021; Polili, 2018). From the results of those studies, most researchers see aspects of language relations that have the same features in terms of structure, sound, and lexicon similarities.
Meanwhile, research on language related to the investigation of speech acts (see Rahayuni et al., 2022; Budiarta & Gaho, 2021) and studies of the function and use of other languages, including greeting expressions have also been carried out previously (see Hafidin, 2022; Dwyer et al., 2022; Fernández-Mallat, 2020; Rendle-Short, 2007; Spencer-Oatey, 2018; Sun et al., 2022; Tainio, 2011). However, all of the researches above have different research object when compared to current research, which focuses on the analysis of addressing terms used by the Pancana community.

III. METHODS

This research is field research focused on speech communities. Therefore, this study uses a qualitative descriptive approach. Applying qualitative methods allows researchers to collect data about the language used (Babbie, 2016; Krug & Schlüter, 2013; Ritchie & Lewis, 2003; Zaim, 2014). In this case, the data relates to the types of addressing terms in the Pancana language. The research location was Watumobote Village, Kapontori District, Buton Regency, Southeast Sulawesi Province (BPS Kabupaten Buton, 2022). The main data used was spoken language, which was then transcribed and collected using interview and observation methods. Then, the data obtained were analyzed based on several steps: condensation, displays, and drawing/verifying conclusions (Miles et al., 2014).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following data is the result of research that has been analyzed based on the types and functions of addressing the Pancana community uses in interacting with social, family, formal events, and other activities in the Pancana social environment. Then, each addressing expression found is accompanied by an example of a sentence in the Pancana language, as described below.

A. Addressing Terms in Family Kinship

Addressing terms in family kinship are words used to greet family members or children who still have a kinship relationship. This relationship is divided into direct brotherhood and indirect brotherhood.

(a). Direct Brotherhood

Direct brotherhood is a relationship based on the offspring. These offspring are further divided into successive descendent and non-successive descendent. Successive descent is the sequence of people who passed on or gave birth to those people. The words used to address people of successive descent are Ama, Ina, Wauwa, Kamea, and Ompu. The following are examples of the use of each of these addressing words.

1. Successive Descendent

a. Addressing for father: ama

In the Pancana language, the father is called “ama.” The address “ama” is usually spoken in the family circle in daily conversation.

Examples of sentence (1)

- Ndehumai tamaiao ama?
  “Where are you from, father?”
- Mesoso fæe ama
  “What are you smoking, father?”
- Ama meowae fæe te wite
  “What father brought from the garden?”

Suppose someone who greets their father is not from his own family. In that case, the addressing term used is “amano” accompanied by the eldest child’s name, for example ndhumai maiao amano La Budi? [Where does La Budi’s father come from?].

b. Addressing for mother: ina

In the Pancana language, a mother is called “ina.” In daily conversation, addressing “ina” is usually spoken in the family circle.

Examples of sentence (2)

- Ina meafamo?
  “What are you doing, mother?”
- Medhamo fæe ina
  “What are you cooking, mother?”
- Padhamo awmma ina
  “Have you eaten, mother?”

If someone who greets the mother is not from her own family, then the addressing term used is “inano” followed by the name of the oldest child, e.g., medhamo ofæe inano La Budi [What did La Budi’s mother cook?].

c. Addressing for grandparents: wauwa

In the Pancana language, a grandparent is called “wauwa.” This term also applies to grandfather’s grandfather’s and mother’s mother’s greetings. In other words, there is no difference in the words used to greet grandparents.
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Examples of sentence (3)
- *Kumala nehamai wauwa*
  "Where did grandparents go?"
- *Wauwa meoli fae we dhaoa*
  "What did grandma buy at the market?"
- *Oumaa fae wauwa*
  "What do you eat grandma?"

If someone who greets grandparents is not from a family relationship, then the addressing term used is "*wauwano*" followed by the name of the grandchild. Example: *kumala ndehumai wauwano La Budi* [where did La Budi’s grandfather go?].

d. Addressing for son and daughter: *kamea*

In the Pancana language, boys and girls are addressed by "*kamea.*" However, his greeting is not used because it is considered impolite. In most cases, the addressing term often used to mention the child’s name, e.g., Wa Ati, is a girl’s name, so the addressing expression used is Wa Ati.

e. Addressing for grandchildren: *ompu*

In the Pancana language, the grandchild is called "*ompu,*" both grandsons and granddaughters. The address term "*ompu*" is used for all grandchildren without distinguishing gender. However, if a grandparent calls their grandchildren according to gender, the address uses the grandchild’s name.

Examples of sentence (4)
- *Wondu kanau ompu*
  "Kiss grandma, grandchild"
- *Sangke kau ytu ompu*
  "Pick up the wood grandson"
- *Bhatompae hewu ytu La Alil*
  "Throw away of that trash La Alil"

So, the addressing term used for grandchildren is “*ompu,*” but it can also address by mentioning the name of a grandson, for example, La Alil.

2. Non-Successive Descendant

Non-successive descendants are people or children who still have a genealogical relationship, such as uncles, aunts, nephews, cousins, brothers, and sisters. The terms of address used in this family relationship include "*fokoamau,*" "*fokoinau,*" "*isa,*" "*andi,*" "*fokoanau,*" and "*tolidha.*" The following describes an example of the use of each of these addressing terms.

a. Addressing for uncle: *fokoamau*

In the Pancana language, the uncle is called "*fokoamau,*" both father’s and mother’s brothers.

Examples of sentence (5)
- *Fokoamau igki fae seonu lambu bhae fokoinau*
  "Is uncle living with aunt?"
- *Kahadha ndehumai tokoamau*
  "Where does uncle work?"
- *Nokodhoo lambumu fokoamau*
  "Is uncle’s house far away?"

Suppose someone who greets the uncle is an uncle’s peer. In that case, the addressing expression is by mentioning the name or may also address "*oumanu*” followed by the uncle’s child name, for example, *Kumala ndehumai oumanu Wa Indah* [where did Wa Indah’s father go].

b. Addressing for aunt: *fokoinau*

In the Pancana language, aunt is called "*fokoinau.*" This term of address applies to the father’s sister as well as the mother’s sister.

Examples of sentence (6)
- *Kahadha ndehumai fokoianu*
  "Where does aunt work?"
- *Fokoinau measo fae we dhaoa*
  "What aunt sells in the market?"
- *Naeifie okimala fokoinau*
  "When is aunt leaving?"
- *Nomoafa fokoinau oae*
  "Why is Aunt crying?"

If someone who greets an aunt is a friend of her or the aunt’s peer, the term of address used is "*inan” followed by the name of the aunt’s child, e.g., *Kumala ndehumai inano Wa Ati* [where did Wa Ati’s mother go].

c. Addressing for sister: *isa*
In the Pancana language, older siblings are called “isa.” This addressing term applies to both older brothers and older sisters. However, it is generally also addressed by mentioning the name of the person who wishes to greet.

Examples of sentence (7)
- Isa meafamo or Wa Nensi meafamo
  “What are you doing sister?”
- Pangkaadhahi fae isa
  “What are you studying brother?”

A younger sibling usually uses the term “isa” to address an older sibling. If the older sibling is married and has children, the term used is “omanu,” especially for older brothers, while “inano” for older sisters, followed by their child’s name.

d. Address for younger sibling

In the Pancana language, younger siblings are called “andi.” This addressing term applies to younger brothers as well as younger sisters. However, in everyday interactions, younger siblings are also addressed by mentioning the younger sibling’s name.

Examples of sentence (8)
- Mangasia fae andi
  “What are you playing younger brother?”
- Padhamo pengkaadhahi andi
  “Have you studied younger sister?”

An older brother usually uses the term “andi” to greet his younger sibling. However, suppose the younger sibling is married and has children. In that case, the address term employed is “omanu” especially for younger brothers, while “inano” is for younger sisters, followed by their child’s name.

e. Addressing for nephew and niece: fokoanau

In the Pancana community, children from brothers or sisters are called “fokoanau” which refers to addressing nephews and nieces. The term “fokoanau” is not always used, especially in a family with many nephews and nieces. So, addresses that distinguish one nephew from another are usually called by his name.

Examples of sentence (9)
- Kumala ndehumai Wa Ati (fokoanau)
  “Where did Wa Ati go (niece)?”
- Ndehumai sikola Wa Ati (fokoanau)
  “Where did you go to school Wa Ati (niece)?”
- Naefie okumala Wa Ati (fokoanau)
  “When are you leaving, Wa Ati (niece)?”

f. Addressing for cousins: tolidha

In the Pancana language, cousin means “tolidha”. This term applies to male cousins and female cousins. In addition, expressions of addressing can also be done by calling the name of the person being greeted.

Examples of sentence (10)
- Sikola ndehumai tolidha
  “Where did you study cousin?”
- Kahadha ndehumai tolidha
  “Where do you work cousin?”
- Kumala ndehumai tolidha
  “Where are you going cousin?”

Another thing to keep in mind is that if a cousin is married and has children, he will be addressed with “omanu” accompanied by the name of his eldest child. Then, male and female cousins can be addressed with “inano,” accompanied by the eldest child’s name.

(b). Indirect Brotherhood

Indirect brotherhood means the family relationship that occurs because of marriage. There are several terms of address used in this relationship, such as “moaene,” “khobine,” “poalaia,” and “mania.” Furthermore, these terms are explained based on gender.

a. Addressing for husband: moane

In the Pancana language, the husband is called “moane”. The term of addressing “moane” is used in indirect conversation or a particular situation discussed, not personally. In addition, speakers of the Pancana language consider it impolite to call or greet their husbands by name. If the family already has children, then it is justified for a wife to call her husband by saying “amano” followed by the child’s name.

Examples of sentence (11)
- Ndehumai maiao amino La Budi
  “Where did La Budi’s father come from?”
- Waakano dhoi ytu amino La Budi
  “Give the money to La Budi’s father”
b. Addressing for wife: khobine

In the Pancana language, the wife is called “khobine”. The term “khobine” is used in indirect conversation. In other words, this address term only applies to the family as a husband and wife involved in a conversation. It is considered impolite for the Pancana community to call or address their wife by name. In addition, if the family already has children, then it is justified for a husband to call his wife by saying “inano” followed by the child’s name.

Examples of sentence (12)
- Dhambahi ofae insno La Budi
  “What did La Budi’s mother cook?”
- Inano La Budi, Naejie Kamsala We wite
  “Labudi’s mother, when are you going to Kebun?”

c. Addressing for brother-in-law and sister-in-law: poalaia

In the Pancana language, brother-in-law and sister-in-law are called “poalaia.” This addressing is usually used in indirect conversation or only when you don’t meet in person. If someone who greets is the same age as the brother-in-law, he can address by name. However, if someone who greets is younger than the brother or sister-in-law, use “intano,” which means “we.” It aims to show respect.

Examples of sentence (13)
- Ndehumai maiao inatno
  “Where are we from?”
- Ndehumai kumala intano
  “Where are we going?”

d. Addressing for parents-in-law: mania

In the Pancana language, parents-in-law are referred to as “mania.” This greeting term is usually used in indirect conversation or only in a family conversation. In addition, if greetings to parents-in-law occur in direct conversations between sons-in-law and parents-in-law, the term “mania” will change to “ama,” especially to the father-in-law. Meanwhile, the greeting “ina” applies to a mother-in-law. These addressing terms are used as a sign of respect or courtesy towards the in-laws being greeted. In addition to the kinship relations above, there are other family relationships such as great-grandparents, grandparents, daughter-in-law, young wife, adopted children, etc. The term of address used is usually adjusted to the position of greeting, such as to whom he is speaking, whether younger or older than him.

B. Addressing Term in Society

Addressing in the community means greetings used to all members of society who do not have special family relationships, for example, greetings for older people, greetings for younger people, greetings for people of the same age, and greetings for people who are not yet known.

(a). Addressing for Older People

To address older people, the Pancana people use the words “wauwa,” “ama,” and “ina.” First, the term “wauwa” is used to greet someone who is the same age as a grandfather.

Examples of sentence (14)
- Wauwa nogoha kanau
  “Grandfather called me?”
- Wauwa metula-tula ofae
  “What are you discussing grandfather?”
- Sefaemo umuhuma wauwa
  “How old are you grandfather?”

Then, the address terms “ama” and “ina” are used to greet someone considered equal to their parents. The word “ama” (sir) is used to greet men who are the same age as fathers, while “ina” (mom) is used to greet women who are the same age as mothers.

Examples of sentence (15)
- Motebhe ofae ina
  “Pick what ina?”
- Nefiemo tohato ama
  “When will you arrive, sir?”
- Ingki fae lele ina
  “How are you, mom?”

(b). Addressing for Younger People

In the Pancana language, if someone greets a younger child, they can him by name or use the term “andi” which means younger brother.
Examples of sentence (16)
- Bholi oae andi
  “Don’t cry younger brother”
- Andi, ndehumai lambuno La Kadir
  “Younger brother, where is La Kadir’s house?”
- Andi padamo pengkaadahi
  “Have you studied yet, younger brother?”

(c). Addressing for People of the Same Age

Greetings for people of the same age are divided into three categories: equally old, equally young, and equally child.

a. Greetings to people who are equally old

The greeting used to greet someone equally old is done by saying their name. However, they generally call “ama” for men and “ina” for women, followed by the child’s name.

Examples of sentence (17)
- Padamo Bhalanja amino La Budi
  “Has La Budi’s father shopped?”
- Mefongkoha Fae inano la budi
  “What did La Budi’s mother cook?”

b. Greetings to people who are equally young

Greetings to people who are both young, usually done by calling their names. In addition, you can also greet by using the term “anamoane” for single men and “kalambe” for a girl.

Examples of sentence (18)
- Maiao ndehumai anamoane
  “Where are you from, young man?”
- Naefie kawi labudi
  “When are you getting married, La Ode?”
- La fae konamu kalambe
  “What is your name, girl?”
- Ndehumai lambunu kalambe
  “Where is your home, girl?”

c. Greetings to people who are equally child

The greeting used to someone considered equally small (children) is calling each other names.

Examples of sentence (19)
- Magasia fae La Budi
  “What are you playing, La Budi?”
- Sifae olie kagasiamu Wa Ati
  “How many toys did you buy, Wa Ati?”

(d). Greetings for People Unknown

The greeting used to greet people unknown is “intano,” which means “we.” It aims to show respect.

Examples of sentence (20)
- Intanoo noondo lafae
  “Who are we looking for?”
- Intano Ndehumai maiao
  “Where are we from?”
- Intano telate ndehumai
  “Where do we live?”

If someone wants to talk to someone who is not yet known, he/she has to adjust the age ratio to the person who is speaking. So, the address terms used are usually expressions used in the family (see examples of sentences 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8).

C. Addressing Term in a Formal Setting

Formal terms of address are words used as greetings in official meetings or situations. In this case, the official greeting is used for people who carry out tasks in government organizations in the community. The term used can be adjusted according to the position of each person addressed. These positions include the fields of government, education, and religion. Furthermore, it is described in the following sentences in accordance with the fields of government positions.

a. Traditional leader

In the Pancana language, the traditional leader is called “kapala kampo.” This address term can be used in direct conversation or indirect conversation. However, in daily conversation, the address “kapala kampo” can be replaced with “ba(pak).” Ba(pak) means sir.
Examples of sentence (21)
- **Meafamo bapak or meafamo kapala kampo**
  “What are you doing, sir?”
- **Ondo lafae Bapak**
  “Who are you looking for, sir?”

b. Village head
In the Pancana language, the village head is called the “kapala desa.” This addressing is generally used in indirect conversation. However, if there is a direct conversation, the greeting “village head” can usually be replaced with the word “ba(pak).”

Examples of sentence (22)
- **Meafamo ytu kapala desa**
  “What’s going on village head?”
- **Kumala ndehumai kapala desa**
  “Where did the village head go?”

In other circumstances, it is also found that someone has a position in the field of education, such as a teacher’s position. Generally, teachers in the Pancana language are called “guhu.” However, this addressing term can be replaced with “bapak,” especially for male teachers, and “ibu” for female teachers.

Examples of sentence (23)
- **Oangkafi lafae guhu**
  “What does the teacher teach?”
- **Kumala ndehumai guhu**
  “Where are you going, teacher?”
- **Guhu naando nosaki**
  “The teacher is sick”
- **Guhu, temanku nosaki**
  “Teacher, my friend is sick”

Furthermore, in the religious field, there are also several terms of address used for **imam** (who leads Muslim worshippers in prayer) and **khatib** (a person who delivers the sermon (khatibah). Usually, the **imam** is addressed as “imamu,” while the **khatib** is addressed as “khatibi.” These greeting expressions are only used in indirect conversation. In other words, they are only mentioned in a particular discussion. If there is a direct conversation with the person concerned, the address used will change to “intano,” which means “we.” It is intended to show respect.

D. Addressing Term Due to the Certain Characteristics or Personality

In the Pancana community, several addressing terms appear because a person has specific characteristics or personalities, e.g., refers to certain body parts, such as beard, gray hair, fat shape, and others that have become his symbol so that it can be a nickname or greeting for him.

a. Grandparents gray hair
In the Pancana language, gray-haired grandparents are called “wauwa uwa.”

Examples of sentence (24)
- **Ndoli lafae wauwa uwa**
  “Who is grandma gray looking for?”
- **Mboofo kanondono wauwa uwa**
  “How is grandma gray?”

b. Beard grandfather
In the Pancana language, a bearded grandfather is called “wauwa dhangku”.

Examples of sentence (25)
- **Mboofo alele wauwa dhangku**
  “How is grandfather beard?”
- **Naejie kumula we lambu wauwa dhangku**
  “When are you coming home, bearded grandfather?”
- **Wauwa dhangku peelu mesoso**
  “Bearded grandfather likes to smoke”

c. Fat sister
In the Pancana language, the fat sister is referred to as “book kabhala.”

Examples of sentence (26)
- **Kumala ndehumai kabhala buku**
  “Where did fat sister go?”
- **Omaa fae kabhala buku**
  “What do you eat, fat sister?”
- **Kabhala buku nekabua we umala**
  “Fat sister is fishing in the river”
Not all the characteristics or personalities a person possesses are used as addressing terms. Some adjectives must be avoided, especially those that express a person’s defects. This condition is never used as a greeting because it can be associated with insult or ridicule, such as limping, squint, blind, pug, crazy, hunchback, and so on.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the data analysis, the forms of greeting in the Pancana language used for an interaction are mostly adapted to kinship or closeness to the other person. Greetings, according to the kinships referred to, are a) addressing in family relations, b) addressing in society, c) addressing in an official setting, and d) addressing because of specific characteristics or personality. The addressing system in the Pancana language is used according to several considerations, namely the position of the speaker and the interlocutor, the gender of the speaker and the interlocutor, the age of the speaker and the interlocutor, kinship, and the speaker’s situation. Then, addressing in the Pancana language can occur either directly or indirectly. Through this research data, it is hoped that the Pancana people will always learn and use their local language, which incidentally is their mother tongue so that it can continue to exist and avoid the threat of extinction. It is a recommendation as well as an essential warning to all speakers. In fact, language always learn and use their local language, which incidentally is their mother tongue so that it can continue to exist and avoid the threat of extinction. It is a recommendation as well as an essential warning to all speakers. In fact, language always learn and use their local language, which incidentally is their mother tongue so that it can continue to exist and avoid the threat of extinction.
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